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NOTEWORTHY NOLES 
Students earn Noteworthy Nole Notes for 
going above and beyond expectations in 
the classroom and anywhere in the 
school.  When students earn five       
Noteworthy Nole Notes, they receive a 
special certificate and recognition from 
the teacher. At the end of the year, the 
top 33 students with Noteworthy Nole 
Notes in each grade level will go on a      
special field trip thanks to Mr. Bailey, 
Coach Kelley, and Mrs. Wilkinson.  

Noteworthy Nole Notes 
6th Grade: 177 (6 with 5+) 
7th Grade:  168 (3 with 5+) 
8th Grade:  102 (0 with 5+) 

Middle School Total:  447 students 
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FROM COACH KELLEY 

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE 

FOCUS 
Please make sure your current 
email is in our FOCUS system. 

PARENT LISTSERV 

Please make sure to sign 
up for the Secondary   
Parent Listserve:   
https://lists.fsu.edu/
mailman/listinfo/fsus-
parent-secondary 

 

Dear FSUS Middle School Parents,  
 
We are off to a wonderful 2018-19 school year.  I 
could not be more impressed with the dedication 
of our teachers and the learning going on each and 
every day in our middle school.  The buzz around 
campus is positive with new friendships developing 
and old friends connecting. Please encourage your 
student to keep up with their homework, read as 
many Sunshine State books as possible, and enjoy 
his/her middle school experience.   
 
It’s great to be a Florida High Seminole! 
 
Go Noles! 
Suzanne Wilkinson, Ed.S. 

What a great first nine weeks we have had in Middle 
School. It has been awesome watching our new 6th 
grade students transition from elementary to middle 
school and handle the new responsibilities that come 
with being a middle school student. Our FSUS Middle 
School students have been working hard in the         
classroom the first nine weeks and it is showing as I   
review their academic progress. Please do not hesitate 
to reach out to me (lkelley@fsu.edu) if you need any 
assistance with the academic progress of your child. 

Academic Newsletter 

https://lists.fsu.edu/mailman/listinfo/fsus-parent-secondary
https://lists.fsu.edu/mailman/listinfo/fsus-parent-secondary
https://lists.fsu.edu/mailman/listinfo/fsus-parent-secondary
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SCIENCE –MRS. NOWAK 

SCIENCE—MRS. LOVEL 

For Comprehensive Science 6 Advanced, it's been a busy quarter. Students started the year by standing in chairs and 
flying "helicopters" to understand scientific problem solving. As the quarter continued we also studied energy and 
motion. We have recently started forces as we move into second quarter.  The pictures below are students  planning 
their group demos for exhibiting different types of energy. 

Mrs. Lovel’s science class is off to a great start this year! Students began with a study of potential and kinetic energy. 
This culminated in the creation of marble roller coasters! Students were challenged to engineer a roller coaster     
containing at least one loop in which a marble could travel all the way through without stopping or falling out of the 
loop. Students were very successful! We moved into energy transformations and a study of conduction, convection, 
and radiation in which students participated in a demonstration and documented in their lab   notebooks. We began 
a study of motion graphing and rounded out the nine weeks with Newton’s Laws of Motion. Keep up the great work 
sixth grade! 
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Middle school students in Ms. Clawson’s ELA and Reading / Math classes have been working hard in whole group, 
partner, and individual learning opportunities.  ELA students are using digital and paper resources as they explore 
works of fiction and informational texts with themes of Facing Fear and Bold Actions!  They are carefully reading 
and basing their responses on text evidence!  Math and Reading students are honing their crafts by working hard 
in personalized computer-based learning programs, which make them more proficient readers, mathematicians, 
and critical thinkers!  They have weekly goals to meet and use both in and out of class time to meet or exceed 
those goals!  Students are reading about a myriad of topics, including eating in outer space, the “life” of a fossil, 
the making of legends, and Jackie Chan!  Every day is busy and full of learning.  

ELA—MS. CLAWSON 

Congratulations! 
 

Troy Carroll 
Anistyn Pimpleton 

STUDENTS OF 
THE MONTH 

FACULTY PRESENTATION 

Mrs. Lerner, K-12 Gifted teacher, and Ms. Olgar, social studies 
teacher, presented at the 2018 Florida Association for the   
Gifted Annual Conference in October.  Their presentation, 
“Waging Peace!” taught attendees how to promote creative 
and critical thinking in K-8 cross-curricular settings.  They 
demonstrated, through their Waging Peace projects, how       
students can be motivated to make connections with their 
world. 
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LANGUAGE ARTS - MS. MOLONEY 

RESEARCH I – MRS. PERRY 

Mrs. Perry’s Research 1 class is currently reading the Newberry Honor winning novel, The Egypt Game, by 
Zilpha Keatley Snyder.  In conjunction with the novel, students are doing interdisciplinary research on    
various aspects of Ancient Egypt.  The students recently created Google Slides presentations on Egyptian 
dynasties.  

Students in Ms. Moloney's 6th grade Language Arts class learned about literary terms to analyze fiction. 
Students started the year by reading short stories and informational texts. We played many games, like 
Character Traits 4 Corners, and started interactive notebooks! It's been a busy first quarter! 
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MATH-MS. WILLIAMS & MRS. CROMBIE 

WORLD GEOGRAPHY 

 

Our classes have delved in fantastically to the world of Geography! We began our year of study by      
sharpening mapping skills. Students have developed electronic cartography skills through using Google My 
Maps, practiced coordinate plotting and ordered dates on a live-action timeline. We have also mastered 
the political maps of the United States, Caribbean, central America, and eastern Africa. Next nine weeks, 
we will begin our exploration of prehistory! 

The first nine weeks have been very busy in sixth grade math with Mrs. Crombie and Ms. Williams!          
Students were introduced to negative numbers and learned to understand them in real-world contexts 
such as temperature, banking, relative location to sea level, and sports.  They also worked with factors and 
multiples and teamed up to solve world problems.  Many days were spent dividing large whole numbers 
and dividing fractions. We even held friendly competitions that helped students become more comfortable 
with decimal operations.  Students are now beginning to work with ratios and will learn how to create 
equivalent ratios for duplicating shades of paint and recipes! 
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LANGUAGE ARTS & RESEARCH I-MRS. SCOTT 

LANGUAGE ARTS—MRS. JENNINGS 
The students in the 6th grade Speech/Debate I class recently participated in the Second Annual Young Authors' 
Conference. As a major project in Mrs. Darlene Jennings' class,  the students wrote a short story and then compete 
against their classmates in the quest of becoming one of  the top three writers coming out of the conference.      
Excitement, anticipation, and wonderful collaboration between the young writers are equally important learning 
goals as each writer tries to convince the members of the conference that they have the most interesting short sto-
ry.  At the end of the three-day conference, there can only be three top writers, though all of the young participants 
are deserving of recognition.  This year's top three writers of the Second Annual Young Authors' Conference were: 
(pictured left to right) Felipe Alvarado, Brandewyn Shanks, and Zoe Rubin.  Congratulations to everyone who       
participated! 

ELA 1 Advanced—Mrs. Scott's Advanced Language Arts students have spent the first part of the school year reading and writing 
stories related to fear.  A scientific study on the amygdala helped the students understand why the body makes a "fight or flight" 
response.  Each student also had the opportunity to write a short story and publish it on the classroom blog; the comments 
posted by peers were filled with praise and suggestions for future projects.   
 
Research 1—Google Classroom, Docs, Sheets, Slides, and Drawing have all been investigated and utilized, as the foundation for 
our upcoming research.  Students have had the opportunity to reflect on 9/11 by creating a timeline and presenting to the class 
interesting and compelling facts about Patriot Day.  Additionally, plagiarism has been examined closely, including "copy and 
paste" plagiarism, "idea" plagiarism, "word switch" plagiarism, and "style" plagiarism. 



LANGUAGE ARTS— 
MS. MOLONEY 
In Ms. Moloney's 7th grade Language Arts class, students 
delved into analyzing literature and informational texts. The 
classes played academic games, including our favorite new 
game, Gimkit! We challenged our brains with Article of the 
Week and began interactive notebooks. It's been a fun first 
quarter! 
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STUDENTS OF THE 
MONTH 

MATH—MRS. CROMBIE 
In 7th grade math students spent the first nine weeks working on operations with integers and rational 
numbers.  Technology was used to support their practice in a number of ways.  Students had contests 
adding and subtracting integers and used our new boards to test their fluency.  Later in the quarter      
students worked on collaborative teams to play Quizlet Live to name the properties of multiplication and 
addition.  Memorizing the properties helped students solve math problems and will continue to help 
throughout the year.  We are off to a great start!  

Congratulations! 

 

Josue Gutierrez Hernandez 

Cara McFarlane 

Madison Wenhold 

Kolton Gooch 
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LANGUAGE ARTS—MS. CLAWSON 
Middle school students in Ms. Clawson’s ELA and Reading / Math classes have been working hard in whole 
group, partner, and individual learning opportunities.  ELA students are using digital and paper resources 
as they explore works of fiction and informational texts with themes of Facing Fear and Bold                    
Actions!  They are carefully reading and basing their responses on text evidence!  Math and Reading      
students are honing their crafts by working hard in personalized computer-based learning programs, 
which make them more proficient readers, mathematicians, and critical thinkers!  They have weekly goals 
to meet and use both in and out of class time to meet or exceed those goals!  Students are reading about 
a myriad of topics, including eating in outer space, the “life” of a fossil, the making of legends, and Jackie 
Chan!  Every day is busy and full of learning.   

LANGUAGE ARTS—MS. JULIAN 

Welcome to Ms. Julian's 7th Grade Language Arts Class! The students started off the year by being placed into     
factions. The students have been competing in many challenges over the course of the first nine weeks to earn 
points to their factions for a little friendly competition. To work on teamwork and communication, the students had 
to complete a team building challenge of cup stacking! Students had to work together to build a tower of cups with 
only one rubber band and some string to hold on to! This challenged students to work together as one unit to    
complete a united goal. As the nine weeks progressed the students have been learning about literary elements and 
figurative language! We read short stories like the "Three Little Pigs" and "The Tortoise and the Hare" to show their 
knowledge of the plot diagram. The students also analyzed the song "Roar" to find figurative language in a popular 
song! The students will use their knowledge of literary elements to begin reading in our Collections Textbook!   
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CIVICS—MR. ROBERTS 

CIVICS—MRS. KERR 

In Mr. Roberts’ Civics class the students broke up into groups to simulate how Congress uses committees 
to write bills. Students were put into small groups and tasked with writing a bill to solve some pressing 
problems that impact 7th graders across the state. Students then had to get a majority vote after defending 
their bill in order for the bill to pass.  

In civics, we focused on how individuals, political parties, interest groups, and the media influence  government. 
While learning about American elections and the Electoral College, the students paired up and simulated a presi-
dential election by taking turns rolling a die, which represented how many people in each state voted for the two 
"candidates", and then winning all of the electoral votes in the states for which they       received the higher roll. In 
the end, students tallied up their die totals (which represented the popular vote) and their electoral votes to deter-
mine if the Electoral College represented the will of the people in their mock election. 
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Congratulations! 
 

Anthony Robinson II 
Nia Terry 

Aubrey Tangen 
Thaddeus Burns 

 

STUDENTS OF 
THE MONTH 

U.S. HISTORY—MRS. COTTERALL 

LANGUAGE ARTS—MRS. LARKINS 

Mrs. Cotterall’s honors US history students showed off their drawing skills 
while doing a project on the European Exploration time period, 1400s - 1500s. 
This creative assignment allowed students to select from a variety of           
mini-projects which provided multiple means of action and expression.  While 
choosing the best format to demonstrate their knowledge of European       
Exploration, students created some beautiful artwork. Pictured are work   
samples from Anthony Ortiz, Nerissa Benjamin and Kristiana Holland. 

Mrs. Larkins’ students are placed in Houses in her Harry Potter themed room to create a positive classroom        
environment while promoting teamwork and collaboration. After students were sorted into a House, they were 
tasked with a team building challenge to facilitate collaboration, problem solving techniques, effective                
communication skills, and organization. They were able to work together to build two different red solo cup     
towers, while only using a rubber band with strings attached. Every member was informed that they were only 
allowed to touch the string attached to the rubber band in their attempt to build the structure. They quickly 
learned that communication was the key to success!  
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LANGUAGE ARTS—MS. TAYLOR 

STEM—MRS. MILLS 

Mrs. Taylor’s students embarked on an exciting adventure exploring different cultures through the        
personal narratives of American Immigrants. Advanced classes completed the research project, "I've Got 
the Power!" This extensive research project provided advanced students with the opportunity to examine 
the life of one powerful person, deceased or alive. Students were required to present their findings 
through different forms of multimedia. The students impressed Ms. Taylor beyond words.  One particular 
student, who showed an interest in archival research, created a family tree based on census data.  

 

The STEM class met in the library for Exploration Days.  Students learned how to use the different       
technology tools in the FSUS Tech Sandbox, including Dot & Dash robots, K’Nex, snap circuits, Little Bits, 
and Cubelets.  Students are becoming experts in each of the technologies and soon will learn about 3-D 
printing. 
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MATH—MS. HARLEY 

SCIENCE—MRS. LOVEL 

Students have been tackling Pre-Algebra head on and with great success. During the first quarter students focused 
on the real numbers system, which involves scientific notation, rational and irrational numbers, and exponential 
rules. While they have worked exceptionally hard on all topics, the students got in touch with their artistic side and 
created a song or rap about the exponential rules. The 8th grade students utilized their creativity, mathematical  
abilities, and language skills to make a product that assisted with the memorization of these rules. 

Students in Integrated Science I Honors began the year with a unit in Earth-Space science which will continue 
through the first semester. Specifically, students started with a study of the lunar cycle. Students participated in a 
modeling activity to demonstrate how our perspective of the moon changes as the moon orbits Earth. We took this 
new information and added to it with a study of tides and then moved into seasons. Students were surprised at 
what a complex phenomenon the seasons actually are and how critical Earth's tilt is to creating them. Most         
recently, students began a study of the Big Bang Theory and used balloons to model the expansion of the universe 
and its affect on the planets, stars, and galaxies. Students will round out the nine weeks with an in depth look at the 
planets within our solar system before covering the nature of stars using H-R diagrams. 
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CHORUS 

THEATRE 
In Drama 2, students reviewed skills they learned last year in Drama 1 such as blocking, projection,  
memorization, and working as a group. They learned the importance of analyzing a script and how to 
effectively prepare for a role in a play. Students then performed a monologue from the script they       
analyzed. They finished out the nine weeks with learning the basics of playwriting, and began writing 
their own short plays for the class. 
 
In Drama 1, the students learned the basic building blocks of theatre: moving on stage, speaking to 
an audience, blocking a scene, working in groups, and why theatre is important. In groups, students 
blocked their own short scenes and then performed them. They also learned the art of Pantomime and 
completed that unit with an original, two-person pantomime (they were amazing!). Students finished 
out the nine weeks learning how to manipulate their voices and why this is an important skill for acting 
on stage. Students performed the silly poem "Beautiful Soup" by Lewis Carroll to show what they 
learned in the Voice Unit. 

The middle school chorus classes have been working hard preparing for their first chorus concert which 
was held on Tuesday, October 30 in the FSUS Cafeteria. 
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Congratulations to 8th grader, Noah Johnson, for being        
selected as a member of one of the Tallahassee Youth          
Orchestra Quartets.  As the director of the TYO stated, "You 
have been demonstrating some very fine improvement and 
you would represent the TYO organization well."  Noah has 
received the Most Outstanding Musician Award, Gold Award 
for the large ensemble at North Florida String Festival, Gold 
Award for a solo at Florida String Festival and Most               
Enthusiastic Musician Award.  Both Noah and his brother, 
Seth, as well as being in the Tallahassee Youth                     
Orchestra, have attended the FSU summer orchestra camp. 
Noah and Set both take private lessons and have played for 6 
and 1/2 years and 5 years, respectively.  Noah and Seth have 
been members of the Leon County All District Orchestra 
and first chair of their orchestra.  Noah is the                        
current President and Concert Master of the FSUS Concert 
Orchestra.  He created his own orchestra group that           
performs, and they call themselves "The Orpheus               
Orchestra." Congratulations on being an amazing example 
for your peers and representing Florida High well!  
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ORCHESTRA 

Congratulations to Noah Johnson, Param 
Mehta, Alex Nino, and Hakeem Olgar for 
being nominated to the Florida Music   
Education Association Middle School 
Honor Orchestra.  These students will 
know in early November if they have 
been selected.  Congratulations on all of 
your hard work!  
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Spotlight on Fine Arts, Technology & PE 

MAG LAB MENTORSHIP PROGRAM 

ART 

Middle School Art is working on ceramic clay bowls this nine weeks. The lesson is being taught by our   
wonderful Ms. Herb, FSU Art Education Intern. Her lesson was inspired by the Empty Bowls program to 
bring awareness to hunger in our community. Hopefully, some of the students will donate their bowls to 
the Empty Bowls program to be used in the final dinner using all donated bowls.  

Julian Chávez, 6th grader, and Saima Khan, 7th grader, 
have been accepted to attend the MagLab MSM     
mentorship this year. They will be attending the       
program every Friday during the fall semester.          
Students will work on a project that they will present to 
parents at a poster session in December.  



Spotlight on Literacy 

FROM THE LIBRARY 

The Sunshine State Young Reader's Award Program is a statewide reading motivation program for        
students in grades 3-5 and 6-8. The purpose of the SSYRA Program is to encourage students to read       
independently for personal satisfaction based on interest. All middle school students who read 3 or more 
SSYRA books by April 1 will be invited to a Voting Party on Friday, April 5 during lunch. They will use      
official Leon County voting machines to vote for their favorite SSYRA book, and then they will enjoy pizza 
with their classmates.  See the next page for this year’s list of middle school SSYRA books. 
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Spotlight on National Junior Honor Society 

FROM THE LIBRARY 
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Spotlight on Homecoming Spirit Week 
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